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Harbor Hall is undergoing renovations to
enhance the art student experience.

Editor-in-Chief Sophie Ojdanic reviews The
Crow’s Nest staff’s favorite rom-coms just in
time for Valentine’s Day.

The Puppy Raisers Club’s vice president, LeilaAolani DeClouet-Grant, has dedicated much
of her time in college to raising Azul, a golden
retriever lab mix.
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Knowledge on tap
A look at USF St. Petersburg’s Brewing Arts program, its students and its alumni

Professors reflect
on remote learning
By Alexendra Davis
CONTRIBUTOR

U

SF St. Petersburg
professors had
no choice but
to teach online during the
pandemic and though it was
a challenging experience,
everyone made it through
relatively unscathed.
For some students, it was
adjusting from one or two
online classes, to five or more.
Students faced technical
issues, scheduling and time
management concerns as well
as the overall exhaustion from
staring at screens.
Professors are facing the
same difficulties, while also
trying to engage dozens of
students, grade assignments,
record lectures and still be
expected to maintain their high
standards of teaching.
When the university
increased the amount of
courses taught on campus,
some professors went back
to school and are relearning
how to teach their classes in a
hybrid setting.
“Remote learning was a
piece of cake to get used to
when compared to hybrid
learning,” criminology
professor Dawn Cecil said.
“Preparing for the hybrid
class I did not know how
many students would come to
class… making it difficult to
actually prepare.”
Art history professor
Sheramy Bundrick had never
taught online before spring
2020.
“I have had a lot of tech to
learn, as well as best practices
for online teaching and
learning,” Bundrick said. “I
also had to overcome a camera
phobia.”
Professors agreed that the
university has done its best
to make sure they were not
left fending for themselves

and offered training classes,
as well in-person meetings
to make sure technology was
functional.
”Microsoft Teams has
helped a lot,” graphic arts
Professor David Watts said.
“We didn’t have a remote
client as strong as this before...
We also have great access to
IT and learning technology
staff. If I feel I need a new
solution for a course delivery
problem, I have no issues
talking to them about what
changes I could make and how
to implement it.”
Bundrick said that USF
St. Petersburg provided the
resources she needed and she
was grateful for the assistance
in making the transition.
“I’ve gotten a lot of help
in the classroom this semester
to get the hang of live
streaming,” Bundrick said.
With remote and hybrid
learning came altering the
class to fit that model. While
the professors said they were
still able to teach everything
necessary, some of the
elements were drastically
changed, like exams and group
work.
“I am confident I can teach
all the necessary information
that I would in an in-person
class; however, the class I
am teaching… covers some
really timely and critical issues
that benefit from discussion,”
Cecil, who teaches a senior
seminar on inequalities and
crime, said. “I designed
this course to be discussion
heavy… I think it remains
to be seen whether I will be
successful at this.”
Bundrick felt that her
connection with students
was most heavily affected by
having to teach remote and
expressed how glad she was to
be in the classroom again.
>> SEE REMOTE on P2
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USF St. Petersburg’s Brewing Arts certificate program combines
foundational brewing knowledge with hands-on training to prepare
students for a career in the billion dollar craft beer industry.
>> SEE BREWING on P4

10-year journalism instructor announces departure
By Catherine Hicks
chicks@usf.edu

A

fter 10 years of
teaching in the
Journalism and
Digital Communications
Department of USF St.
Petersburg, Janet Keeler
announced her departure
on Feb. 5.
“I have accepted the
position of Senior Assigning
Editor for the Freelance
Team at thepennyhoarder.
com…” Keeler said in an
announcement to her classes.
“I have resigned my position
as an instructor and my last
day working… is Feb. 19.”
Keeler will continue to
teach only her online classes
for the remainder of the
semester, including freelance
writing and editing and food
in communication.
“For the better part of
a decade, Dr. Keeler has
educated, nurtured, inspired
and supported students at
USF with generosity and
dedication,” said Casey
Frechette, the department
chair, in an email to The
Crow’s Nest. “She has left
an indelible mark on our
department, and we look
forward to an ongoing
connection for many years

to come.”
Keeler has worked in
the Journalism and Digital
Communications Department
since 2011. Her first position
was as an adjunct professor
while she worked as the food
and travel editor at the Tampa
Bay Times. Then, Keeler
got a three-year visiting
appointment from 2014 to
2017 and in 2017, she was
hired as a full-time instructor.
“This was not a decision I
made lightly and that’s mostly
because of (the students),”
Keeler said. “The best part of
the job has been working with
students.”
She echoed the sentiment
in her interview with The
Crow’s Nest.
“I am not sure how I will
cope when I stop getting
midnight (or later) emails.
It’s been a joy to be part of
their lives even for the brief
time they’ve been in my
classes,” Keeler said. “A lot
of emotions have been poured
out in PRW107, and what
was learned in that classroom
was as much about life as
journalism. I will miss those
authentic conversations.”
Frechette said in an
announcement to department
faculty that Keeler will
continue to teach as an

adjunct professor in future
semesters.
“We’ll miss Janet terribly
and can’t begin to calculate
the contributions she has
made to the Department over
the years… she founded the
Food Writing Certificate
Program,” Frechette said.
“She has led innovative study
abroad programs in Europe.
She has advised student clubs
and overseen applied research
projects.
>> SEE KEELER on P2
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Janet Keeler is
credited with inspiring,
educating and guiding
a hundreds of mass
communications
students.
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#BOYCOTTPUBLIX trends after heiress
funds rally preceding Capitol Riot

By Michael Alden
CONTRIBUTOR

S

ome Publix
customers have
boycotted Florida’s
popular grocery chain after it
was reported the company’s
heiress funded events which
led to the Capitol riot.
Julie Jenkins Fancelli,
daughter of Publix founder
George Jenkins and heiress
to Publix Super Markets Inc.,
donated roughly $300,000 to
help fund the “Save America
Rally” that took place shortly
before the riot at the Capitol.
The rally, at the Ellipse in
Washington, cost about
$500,000 in total.
Critics took to social media
to announce their boycott of
the grocery chain after the
Wall Street Journal broke the
story on Jan. 30.
“It was my favorite
grocery store and the best

job I’ve ever had. Even
got employee of the month
once. But it’s time to
#BOYCOTTPUBLIX,”
tweeted one former Publix
employee.
Dena Grayson, a medical
doctor and former candidate
for the U.S. House of
Representatives in Florida’s
9th Congressional District,
also took to Twitter.
“I used to shop frequently
at Publix here in Florida,”
Grayson said in her tweet.
“However, now knowing that
one of its major shareholders
bankrolled Trump’s rally
that incited the seditious
coup attempt, I will shop
elsewhere. #BOYCOTT
PUBLIX.”
After
#BOYCOTTPUBLIX trended
across Twitter over the last
week, Publix shoppers in
other states like Georgia and

North Carolina joined in.
“I think the boycotts
are well justified,” said
Summer Breeze, a junior
communication major at USF
Tampa. “The people know
that they vote with their
dollars.”
Publix released a statement
on Jan. 30 saying that “Mrs.
Fancelli is not an employee
of Publix Super Markets,
and is neither involved in our
business operations, nor does
she represent the company in
any way.”
The company condemned
the violence at the Capitol
but declined to comment
on Fancelli’s actions in the
statement. It said the actions
that day aren’t reflective of
the company’s values.
“I think Publix has a good
reputation throughout the east
coast, but this threatens that,”
said Cole Naylor, a junior

Diversity and Inclusion
Conference returns to
St. Petersburg virtually
By Candice Lovelace
CONTRIBUTOR

T

he second
annual Diversity
and Inclusion
Conference hosted by USF
St. Petersburg was held
virtually on Saturday.
The theme for this
year’s conference was
“Becoming,” with a focus
on becoming who you are
meant to be.
The conference opened
with Regional Chancellor
Martin Tadlock mentioning
some of the initiatives in
place to make the USF St.
Petersburg campus more
diverse and inclusive. Some
of the things he mentioned
were the St. Pete Pearls,
Community Diversity Task
Force, UMatter and Call Me
MISTER.
This conference consisted
of two key speakers, Karla
B. Rutten and Byron
Green, as well as four block
sessions. Rutten is the
founder and CEO of Benson
Rutten Innovations, a firm
that focuses on diversity,
equity and inclusion
leadership development,
while Green serves as the
assistant director of USF
St. Petersburg housing and
residential education.
Rutten defined and
explained the differences
between diversity, inclusion
and equity, then outlined
how to create change.
“We all have a role to

play in creating change,”
Rutten said.
The first four steps to
creating a more diverse,
inclusive and equitable
environment are to reflect,
engage, listen and act.
According to Rutten,
action leads to change.
“Wishes and hopes don’t
bring about change,” Rutten
said. “Action does.”
Green shared his story
and the importance of
embracing your story.
According to Green, the first
step to embracing your story
is learning to love yourself.
He then challenged
attendees and asked: “Who
will you become? An actor,
ally or accomplice?
During the block
sessions, attendees were
given the choice of four
sessions they could attend.
The topics of these sessions

included the language of
belonging, activism for
schools and beyond, how
media molds perception and
branding yourself.
The conference was
organized by the Office of
Multicultural Affairs. The
vision for this event came
from Tristen Johnson, whose
last day at the university was
Sept. 23.
“The conference
began last year under
the leadership of Tristen
Johnson, much of this was
her vision,” psychology
professor Kemesha
Gabbidon said in an email to
The Crow’s Nest.
About 180 people
registered for the event,
from both inside and outside
the USF community.
The conference will be
back next year for its third
year.

COURTESY OF CANDICE LOVELACE

This slide from the conference features an iconic
quote by Shirley Chisholm, the first black woman
to serve in Congress.
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political science major.
Naylor would like to see
Publix make an additional
statement addressing
Fancelli’s actions.
“If they don’t make a
statement then I think they
will see consequences as the
story progresses,” Naylor
said.
Fancelli issued a brief
response to the Wall Street
Journal story on Jan. 31.
“I am a proud conservative
and have real concerns
associated with election
integrity, yet I would never
support any violence,
particularly the tragic and
horrific events that unfolded
on January 6th,” Fancelli said.
Diana Awawdeh, a
junior health sciences
major, believes Fancelli did
support violence through her
donation.
“Donating to such a
rally is provoking hate and
violence,” Awawdeh said. “I
feel like that is what Julie was
supporting and it’s definitely
heartbreaking to see people
actually want a divided

country.”
Alex Jones, a conspiracy
theorist and founder of
the far-right media outlet
InfoWars, helped arrange
Fancelli’s donation. Jones
donated $50,000 to the rally
in exchange for a speaking
role.
Trump fundraising
official Caroline Wren
also coordinated Fancelli’s
donation. Wren was listed as
a “VIP advisor” on the event’s
public gathering permit.
According to Federal
Election Committee records,
Fancelli donated $997,300
to Trump Victory, a joint
fundraising committee for
the Trump campaign and
the Republican National
Committee. Additionally, she
donated $525,900 to the RNC,
$500,000 to the America
First Action super PAC
and $11,000 to the Trump
campaign directly.
The Jenkins family is the
39th richest family in the
country with a net worth of
$8.8 billion.

REMOTE,
continued
from P1

KEELER,
continued
from P1

The professors found
that their students were
being flexible with the new
situation, patient with their
instructors and were doing
their best to keep up with
workloads, yet instructors
still have concerns. “Based
on my experiences from last
semester and the first couple
of weeks of this semester, I
think many students are burnt
out,” Cecil said. “People are
staring at their screens and in
virtual meetings all the time,
not to mention being worried
about finances, health, et
cetera. These things are
exhausting and impact their
engagement.”
Cecil said “some [students]
are working harder than
before, while simultaneously
there are others who are just
not engaged and not willing to
put in the needed work.”
Overall, the professors
were pleased with the way
the school is handling the
pandemic, and are thankful
that they were allowed
to design their current
class structure and have
the continued support of
administrators and IT.
Bundrick offered advice
to her fellow instructors as
they too learn to adjust to the
remote and hybrid working
environment.
“Be patient with yourself,”
Bundrick said. “You are going
to get things wrong, and it’s
okay. You can fix it. You are
doing your best.”
Cecil had some advice for
students on getting through
the remainder of the semester.
“Be willing to engage with
the professor and the other
students in the class,” she
said. “Do the best you can to
prepare for the class, so you
can contribute. And, if issues
do arise, communicate with
your professor early on.”

“She’s taught across our
curriculum and has been a
pillar in our undergraduates’
experiences as they progress
through the program. And
she’s been a trusted and
beloved mentor to so many
students.”
Mass communications
senior Courtney Amos had
three courses with Keeler
throughout her time at the
university. Amos also serves
as a student instructional
learning assistant for
Neighborhood News
Bureau, which Keeler is
teaching this semester.
“She is such a kind,
funny, understanding
instructor and I feel like
she’s been an integral part
to my positive experience at
this campus,” Amos said.
Amos cited Keeler as
serving “as a sympathetic
ear, guiding voice or
facilitator of countless
opportunities for me,”
and is happy that Keeler
has been given a new
opportunity.
“Still, I am so excited
for Dr. Keeler on this new
opportunity she’s been
given, and I hope she knows
we’re all rooting for her,”
Amos said. “I just want
Dr. Keeler to know how
valuable she has been in this
pivotal moment of my life.
I know many students who
feel the same. In fact, I can’t
think of a single person who
has ever had a bad thing to
say about her, either as an
instructor or a person.”
Sophie Ojdanic
contributed to this report.
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Renovation underway in Harbor Hall
By Alexendra Davis
CONTRIBUTOR

C

onstruction on
Harbor Hall has
dispersed art
students throughout the St.
Petersburg campus.
The most significant
construction began in
December 2020, following
the installation of a new
computer lab in 2018.
Funding for the
construction came in 2018,
when Josephine Hall, USF
St. Petersburg community
member and lover of the
arts, donated $2 million to
USF St. Petersburg, half of
which went to the Graphic
Arts program.
Edward Lewis, assistant

director of planning and
construction, shared details
about the ongoing project
expected to wrap up this
April.
“These updates will
create an aesthetically
pleasing atmosphere
reflective of a design
program,” Lewis said.
“The improvements will
not only make the building
more efficient… but will
allow for more community
engagement with an updated
gallery space.”
Updates include new
technology in the studio
classrooms, new flooring
and lighting and an
updated gallery space. Two
classrooms will also be
combined to form a single

large studio space. One of
the smaller changes is the
installation of magnetic
walls to allow students
better critiquing space.
“The combined
classroom allows for a
larger studio space for
students to create in,”
said Jennifer Yucus,
campus associate director
of the School of Art and
Art History. “The new
technology in all the rooms
will improve the classroom
experience. Every decision,
from new outlets in the
floors to the use of Apple
TV for projection of student
work, has been made to
enhance the educational
experience of our students.”
Yucus, who also teaches

BARON REICHENBACH | THE CROW’S NEST

The front entrance of harbor hall has been fenced
off due to ongoing construction.
graphic design, said the
updates “to the community
room will allow us to
exhibit creative work.”
“We will be able to
invite our supportive

community to more events
in the future,” Yucus said.
“The Graphic Arts Program
faculty is so grateful to have
such generous support from
the community.”

Less taboos, more tattoos

By Molly Ryan
mollyr5@usf.edu

For centuries, tattoos have
been used as a means of selfexpression and identification.
However, in modern
years, tattoos have carried an
inescapable stigma.
But with this rising
generation championing
more open and accepting
values, tattoos are becoming
less taboo and more “to do.”
A hub for tattoo shops,
it’s no surprise that students
in the Tampa Bay area are
taking an interest in the
permanent body art.
Madeleine Latimer, a USF
Tampa junior in integrated
public relations and
advertising, said she never
understood the stigma around
tattoos.
“I saw them as permanent
art, and I’ve always loved
going to museums and
making my own art, so I only
felt it fitting to put art on my
own body,” Latimer said. “I,
in turn, can become a piece
of art.”
To Latimer, the skeleton
surrounded by flowers on her
upper arm is much more than
just a piece of impressive
art – but a reminder of her
strength.
“I have struggled with
depression, anxiety, OCD,
PTSD and body dysmorphia
disorder,” Latimer said. “It
caused me to fall into a dark
place for a long time and I
decided that my skeleton and
flowers would be my very
first tattoo.
“I got the skeleton to
show where I have been
in the past. It represents
my struggles in life. The
flowers and plants around it
represent my growth from a
bad place in my life. I look
at this tattoo and it reminds
me every day of the terrible
situation I came from and
how I overcame it and grew
from it into the person I am
today.”
Nathalie Dragwa, a senior

psychology major, has been
getting tattoos for years and
believes they have helped her
with personal development
and growth.
“Tattoos give me
confidence from trauma that
I’ve experienced in the past
and it has definitely helped
me cope with that,” Dragwa
said.
“All of my tattoos mean
something to me, even if it’s
something that I just looked
at and thought I liked, but
all of my tattoos are mine
and they are a part of me,
and I feel like I would not be
the same person if I had no
tattoos on my skin right now.
They help define me and they
are so important to me.”
Dragwa recently got a
new tattoo – her 31st – on
her upper arm.
“I just got this outline of
the ‘Wish You Were Here’
album cover by Pink Floyd
because it’s the song I have
with my dad and he’s my
best friend, so I got this
tattoo as a tribute to him,”
Dragwa said.
Ana Miranda, a freshman
psychology major, also
has tattoos that honor her
relationship with her family.
Miranda recently got a
sun and moon on her ribs
(considered by many one
of the most painful spots
to get tattooed) for her

second tattoo – the imagery
representing her parents.
“I have always viewed
(my parents) as complete
opposites,” Miranda said.
“My mom has always said
that if she ever got a tattoo
that she would get a sun.”
Miranda said her tattoos
gained meaning through her
experience, as well.
“Growing up, I came to
realize that getting the tattoo
itself us going to create a
new memory and keeping
that memory on your body
is really what makes the
experience meaningful,”
Miranda said.
Despite many holding
prejudices, Dragwa says she
is beginning to see change
in the public perception of
tattoos.
“I feel like tattoos are
becoming more accepted
every day because if you sit
down and talk to someone
with tattoos, you can learn
their entire life story just
from the artwork on their
body,” Dragwa said. “I
definitely am a big advocate
for the acceptance of tattoos
because I feel like they are
such a personal part of each
person’s life. I ... cannot wait
to be covered in art.”
See more student tattoos
at crowsneststpete.com.
Sophie Ojdanic
contributed to this report.
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Ana Miranda, a
freshman psychology
major, has a sun
and moon tattoo to
represent her parents.
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Senior psychology
major Nathalie Dragwa
recently got her 31st
tattoo, an outline of the
Pink Floyd album cover
“Wish You Were Here.”
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Psychology senior Nathalie Dragwa has 31 tattoos
and counting.

USF Tampa integrated public relations and
advertising junior Madeleine Latimer feels her
tattoos are more than just works of art, but a story
to tell.
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A longtime brewer at Green Bench Brewing monitors the batches of beer in the brewery’s system.
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Tapping into USFSP’s

By Annalise Anderson
akanderson1@usf.edu

U

SF St. Petersburg’s
Brewing Arts
certificate program
contributes to the booming
craft beer industry that
has quickly made its way
to Florida. With 15 to 20
students in each cohort, the
23-week program blends
structural brewing knowledge
and hands-on training in a
brewery.
Launched in 2015, the
program began during
a collaboration between
then-adjunct chemistry
professor Jim Leonard and

Mike Harting, owner of 3
Daughters Brewing, when
Leonard helped to set up a
laboratory in the brewery. The
previous dean of the College
of Arts and Sciences, Frank
Biafora, worked with Leonard
and Harting to develop the
program.
“I really was looking for a
way for folks who wanted to
open up breweries to garner
information,” Harting said.
“Our industry is new and
there’s not a lot of programs
out there, there’s not a lot of
mentors out there yet.”
Now, there are nearly 20
participating craft breweries
in the program located across

COURTESY OF JESSICA BLOCK

A brewer at 3 Daughters Brewing holds malted
barley, a core ingredient in brewing beer.

Florida. Yuengling, America’s
oldest and largest familyowned brewery, is also a
sponsor and supports two
program scholarships every
year.
There are two cohorts each
year, beginning in February
and August. Instructors
include both professionals
and academics in the craft
beer field, many of whom are
employed by or owners of
local breweries.
Due to classes being online
and the flexibility of the
hands-on portion, students can
enroll in the program without
being local to St. Petersburg
and often work full-time jobs

during their studies.
According to Jennifer
Sedillo, the Brewing Arts
Program director, students
from across the U.S. and
even Canada, Colombia and
Ukraine have successfully
enrolled in the program.
Current student and
Tampa resident Lisa Metheny
enrolled in the program last
August with little knowledge
about brewing craft beer.
“I did not have much
experience in craft beer,
except as a consumer and
I had brewed one batch of
beer at home, a few months
before I started the program,”
Metheny said in an email to

The Crow’s Nest. “I spent
20 years in the (alcoholic)
beverage industry, primarily
in wine. However, my
experience was in sales,
marketing, management,
training and recruiting. I was
interested in learning how the
beer was made and having
the opportunity to learn in
a hands-on setting with the
internship portion.”
Metheny said she had
a positive experience with
the online portion and is
enjoying her time as an intern
at 3 Daughters Brewing
completing the final steps of
the program.

ANNALISE ANDERSON | THE CROW’S NEST

Student Lisa Metheny holds hops that will be added to a batch of beer at 3
Daughters Brewing.
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COURTESY OF JOHNNIE LEVIN
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‘Flavors of the Sky’ is a fruited sour beer brewed
at Levin’s Front Page Brewing.

After graduating the program in 2018, Johnnie Levin (right) opened Front
Page Brewing in Bartow.

“I have helped to brew a
few small batch items. My
favorite was a king cake brew
which will be served at the
upcoming crawfish boil event
at 3 Daughters,” Metheny
said.
Originally created for an
assignment, Metheny’s own
recipe for a dark chocolate
key lime pie ale will be
brewed on the brewery’s
commercial-scale system and
will be on tap in a few weeks.
Kevin Milkey, a spring
2019 graduate, is a wellknown philanthropist in the
Tampa Bay area and the
owner of Grand Central
Brewhouse, which opened in

for me and I was looking
for something else to do that
aligned with my interests,”
Levin said in an email to The
Crow’s Nest. “We had been
talking for a while about our
town needing its own craft
brewery and the Brewing
Arts program was a good way
to see if opening my own
brewery would be something I
wanted to pursue.
“The ‘craft’ in craft beer is
an art and a passion for most
and they don’t mind sharing
their knowledge, enthusiasm –

Brewing Arts program
December. While Milkey is
not a brewer at his facility,
he said that the program
provided him with the
“foundational knowledge” to
open the brewery.
Johnnie Levin, a spring
2018 graduate, has opened
her own brewery, Front Page
Brewing, in Bartow. Ready to
explore a new career, Levin
enrolled in the program to
see if brewing as a good fit.
Within the first month of the
program, Levin said she felt
“at home.”
“I had basically retired
from the corporate world and
had joined my husband in his
business. That really wasn’t

and sometimes even supplies
and ingredients. The business
side of it can be challenging
and frustrating, especially
right now, but those that work
in a brewery and/or taproom
are a passionate bunch of
people that want to see folks
enjoy their product, for their
place of business to succeed
and for the industry to grow.”
Khris Johnson, owner of
Green Bench Brewing and
USF alumnus, said that his
time as an instructor of the
program has been “extremely

rewarding and fulfilling.”
“I enjoy teaching and
without the program I would
never be able to reach as
many people as I’ve had
the pleasure of instructing,”
Johnson said in an email to
The Crow’s Nest. “It makes
me very proud when fellow
breweries hire our students
or when our students move
on to opening their own…
Ultimately, it gives me
confidence in our area’s
brewing quality, safety and
sustainability.”

ANNALISE ANDERSON | THE CROW’S NEST

Grand Central Brewhouse is at 2340 Central
Ave. and is open seven days a week from
noon to midnight
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Kevin Milkey completed the Brewing Arts program last year and opened his
own brewery, Grand Central Brewhouse, in December.
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Staff Picks: Put a little
love in your TV screen
THE
CROW’S NEST
The Crow’s Nest is committed to providing
its readers with news relevant to the
University of South Florida St. Petersburg
campus and its surrounding community.
The Crow’s Nest abides by the highest
ethical standards and focuses on stories
that help readers make informed decisions
on current issues. We take seriously the
public’s trust in our news reporting and
strive to uphold the highest standards of
reporting as defined by the Society of
Professional Journalists. Opinions in this
newspaper do not necessarily represent
those of the administration, faculty or
student body.

Reach Us
USFSP Student Life Center
Office 2400
140 Seventh Ave. S.
St. Petersburg, FL, 33701
(727) 873-4113
usfcrowsnest@gmail.com
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Letters to The Editor
The Crow’s Nest accepts letters to the
editor. All submissions should be no more
than 500 words. Writers must include
their full name. In addition, USF faculty
should include their title, department
and extension. All letters are subject to
editing for clarity and length. Letters can
be sent to sojdanic@usf.edu with subject
title “Letter to the Editor.”
Because of high production costs,
members of the USFSP community
are permitted one copy per issue.
Where available, additional copies
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contacting the newspaper’s editor-inchief or managing editor. Newspaper
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the single copy rule may be subject to
civil and criminal prosecution and/or
university discipline.

By Sophie Ojdanic
sojdanic@usf.edu

I

t’s that time of year
again. Every store
you enter is coated in
pinks and reds. Teddy bears
that say “I wuv you” when
you squeeze them watch
you as you pick up a box of
chocolates; they know you’re
going to go home and eat the
chocolates by yourself.
If you find yourself in
search of something to do on
the holiday of love during the
middle of a pandemic, look
no further than this list of
The Crow’s Nest staff’s picks
for their favorite romantic
comedy.
Annalise’s Pick:
Rushmore
Wes Anderson films haunt
my nightmares. Rushmore has
held up this reputation.
Rushmore follows a
private school student and
his mentor as they compete
for the affection of a teacher
at the school. While the
premise could have led to a
prank-filled extravaganza,
Anderson’s style just made
the film awkward and
unsettling. Something about
the framing and cuts in the
film had me anticipating a
rapid turn into horror.
Anyone into odd,
borderline-horror type humor
could probably get into
Rushmore. It just wasn’t for
me.
Aya’s Pick: Crazy Rich
Asians
I went into this film with
more expectations for comedy
than what actually paid off.
There wasn’t a point in the
movie where I laughed. At all.
But I think Crazy Rich
Asians is still a solid romance
in terms of sincerity. The film
showcases genuine-seeming
relationships between its
characters, which add another
layer to the drama of the story.
While I don’t think Crazy
Rich Asians is a film to get
your laughs out with, I think
it’s still a solid romance
movie for those who enjoy an
occasional soft chuckle.
Catherine’s Pick: How to
Lose a Guy in 10 Days
Mid 90s to early 2000s
rom-coms feel like a time
capsule of hilarity. Newer
rom-coms, for me at least,
don’t live up to the charm of
the 2000s.
How to Lose a Guy in
10 Days stars Matthew
McConaughey — so you
know we’re already headed in
the right direction — and Kate

Hudson as an ad manager
and magazine writer who use
each other to further their
own careers. As Hudson tries
to convince McConaughey to
leave her within 10 days for
an article, McConaughey tries
his best to make Hudson fall
in love with him so he can
deliver an advertising pitch.
The misadventures and
shocking moments had me
laughing out loud at times,
and certain areas of the film
still felt genuine and romantic.
Anyone looking for a heartfelt
comedy can find that here.
Edyn’s Pick: Just Go
With It
With Blended, 50 First
Dates, Spanglish, and many
more, I think it’s safe to say
that Adam Sandler is in the
pantheon of rom-com stars.
He’s coming for your title as
king, Hugh Grant.
The story follows a plastic
surgeon, played by Sandler, as
he attempts to fake a divorce
to get a girl he connected with
at a party. Yes, fake a divorce.
That wasn’t a typo. At some
points, as can be expected
with Sandler, it got a little
over the top, but most of the
film was pretty funny.
For a relatively simple
laugh, I would recommend
watching Just Go With It.
It won’t necessarily tug at
your heartstrings, but it’ll put
everyone in a positive mood.
Molly’s Pick: 10 Things I
Hate About You
I had largely evaded this
film until recently, when I
finally sat down to experience
baby Joseph Gordon-Levitt
and Heath Ledger in all of
their glory.
The movie is less funny
than romantic or iconic, but
it still has its moments of
A-tier humor. It follows the
story of two sisters who are
pursued by Gordon-Levitt
and Ledger. While GordonLevitt and the younger sister
get along while, Ledger and
the older sister could not be
more different. 10 Things I
Hate About You focuses on
the challenging relationships
between these two characters,
and manages to portray both
sides sympathetically.
Of the movies on this list,
10 Things I Hate About You
would be the most oriented
to teens, in case anyone is
looking for a bit of a lighter
Valentine’s Day flick.
Trevor’s Pick: Longshot
If anyone is wondering
how much I also love this
film, know this: I have the

poster hanging on my wall.
It’s behind me as I write this.
It stars Seth Rogen
and Charlize Theron as a
journalist-turned-speechwriter
and a presidential candidate,
respectively. The relationship
between the duo, who turn
out to have some history,
develops as Rogen’s character
works on Theron’s character’s
speeches. It manages to be
both sincere and silly, making
it one of my favorite romcoms ever and possibly the
best of recent years.
Seth Rogen can turn some
people off from films, but I
will say that this is one of his
more reserved roles, if that
helps any of you. Rogen and
Theron play well off of each
other, and they’re humor
seems well-balanced and
well-timed throughout.
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‘10 Things I Hate About You’
was released in 1999 and
directed by Gil Junger, who
also directed ‘If Only’.

Sophie’s Pick: The
Proposal
Ryan Reynolds. Sandra
Bullock. I mean, what else
do you need? Scenes from
this movie were linked in my
Instagram bio for years.
The Proposal is absolutely
hilarious as it follows the
story of Bullock as Reynolds’
Canadian boss, who needs
to get married as quickly as
possible to stay in the United
States. Reynolds agrees,
but drags Bullock back to
his home town to meet his
family before the wedding.
Did I mention that Reynolds
and Bullock start this film
absolutely despising each
other?
This movie lands at the
edge of the perfect era of
rom-coms I mentioned above,
meaning that it serves as a
time capsule of 2009 while
also delivering a feel-good
story.
Darnell’s Pick: Phantom
Thread
Now, I know what you’re
thinking: This isn’t a romcom. But Darnell insisted
that he spent the entire film
laughing. Maybe he was just
uncomfortable.
Phantom Thread stars
Daniel Day-Lewis as an
English dressmaker who
instantly falls in love with a
woman in a cafe, played by
Vicky Krieps. Krieps becomes
Day-Lewis’ muse and lover,
but distance grows between
the two. The film focuses
on the dramatic aspects of
a deteriorating and toxic
relationship.
Though this film is
critically acclaimed, I don’t
think it would be the best
watch for Valentine’s Day.
Maybe a dramatic and rainy
evening.

COURTESY OF IMDB

‘Just Go With It’ was
released in 2011 and directed
by Dennis Dugan, who
works with star Adam
Sandler regularly.

COURTESY OF IMDB

‘Rushmore’ was released in
1998 and directed by Wes
Anderson, who also directed
‘Grand Budapest Hotel’.

COURTESY OF IMDB

‘The Proposal’ was released
in 2009 and directed by
Anne Fletcher, who also
directed ‘Step Up’.
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New proposal aims to limit Florida’s
minimum wage increase
Twitter: “...we have to
offer a strong incentive
for companies to consider
en. Jeff Brandes,
teens without work
R-St Petersburg,
experience and recently
is proposing
incarcerated felons,”
legislation that would
Brandes said.
give the Legislature the
Brandon Castle, a
power to exempt certain
individuals from Florida’s senior accounting major
and Target employee,
minimum wage increase.
believes Brandes’
Florida’s Amendment
reasoning is based on “a
2, which called for the
pseudoscience” and that
minimum wage to be
raised to $15 an hour, was his proposal could bolster
underlying socioeconomic
passed with 60.8 percent
issues.
of the vote in November.
“The whole point
The minimum wage is
behind
a minimum wage
set to be raised from $8.65
increase is to decrease
to $10 per hour on Sept.
income inequality,” Castle
30, and subsequently
said. “This isn’t fixing that
raised $1 each year until
– it’s doing the opposite.
2026.
Brandes’ new proposal It’s keeping the same
problem in place.”
would “authorize the
As a Target employee,
Legislature to provide a
Castle is paid $15 an
reduced minimum wage
hour. He explained that
rate for prisoners in the
state correctional system, his wage helps him pay
for college expenses and
for employees convicted
of a felony, for employees “alleviates stress.”
“I don’t have to work
under 21 years of age
as
many hours, so I have
and for other hard-to-hire
more time to focus on
employees.”
studying,” Castle said.
This means many
Richie Floyd, a Florida
college students could
“Fight
for 15” volunteer
be subjected to training
and
St
Petersburg
City
wages, should the
Council candidate,
proposal pass.
believes the proposal
Brandes explained
subverts the will of
the reasoning behind his
Florida voters.
proposal Saturday on
“Amendment 2 passed

By Trevor Martindale
tjm4@usf.edu

S

with over 60 percent
support across the state,”
Floyd said in an email to
The Crow’s Nest. “It was
very clear in its language,
and this proposal is an
attempt to subvert it,
and thus, the will of the
voters. I am not surprised,
as the state government
– particularly the GOP –
has shown time and time
again that they do not give
a damn about the desires
of the residents of this
state.”
Floyd proceeded to say
that the proposal “takes
advantage of some of the
people most in need of a
raise” and “makes second
class citizens of them.”

“Their labor is worth
just as much as anyone
else’s and their bills are
no cheaper than anyone
else’s,” Floyd said. “They
should be paid a living
wage. There are plenty
of ways to incentivize
employers to hire people
that don’t involve
treating people with
total disrespect like this
proposal does.”
If the proposal is
approved by 60 percent
of the Florida House
of Representatives and
Senate, it will be on the
ballot in 2022. Then the
proposal will have to be
approved by at least 60
percent of Florida voters.

COURTESY OF FLORIDA SENATE (LEFT); COURTESY OF RICHIE FLOYD

Sen. Jeff Brandes (left) is introducing a proposal
to place limitations on the scope of Florida’s
minimum wage increase. Richie Floyd was a
“Fight for 15” volunteer and is running for the St.
Petersburg City Council in District 8.

Letter to the
Editor: Furthering
‘the effort toward
sustainability’
Dear editors,

T

he threat of singleuse plastics has
risen to crisis levels.
In 2019, the Marine Pollution
Bulletin Journal discovered
4 billion microplastics in
Tampa Bay waters. We need
corporations like Whole
Foods to further the effort
towards sustainability
and remove single-use
plastics from their stores.
We are coming up on the
13th anniversary of Whole
Foods’ ban on plastic bags,
but they have not made
any further changes since
then. They are a powerful
corporation with the privilege
to change legislation and
set the standard for other
corporations. Every day,
plastic packaging with longer
life expectancies than the
people that bought them
end up in our ecosystems
and put our marine and land
wildlife at risk. I do not
want to further contribute
to the damage that singleuse plastics have on our
environment. It is the
corporations who have to set
the standard and make this
change accessible.
Students can call Whole
Foods’ toll-free customer
service line, 844-936-8255,
to leave a message. Call
multiple times to make your
voice heard and ensure that
the message is passed to
company executives.
Madelen Lopez, Volunteer
Public Interest Research
Group, USF chapter

W h at to do t his we e k : Feb. 8 -1 5
By Aya Diab
ayadiab@usf.edu
MONDAY
For some, going vegan
is no small task. The
Coastal Vegan will host
Meatless Monday Vegan
Meetup at Mickey’s Cafe
& Organics from 6 to 8
p.m. at 318 Central Ave.
Participants will learn
about the vegan lifestyle
and sample plant-based
dishes. Tickets are
$15. Find the event on
Facebook.
TUESDAY
Thinking about
studying abroad but don’t
know where to start? USF
World St. Petersburg is
hosting USF Education
Abroad Getting Started

Series from noon to 1
p.m. on Microsoft Teams.
WEDNESDAY
The Office of
Multicultural Affairs is
hosting Wednesdays
in the O: The
Gentrification of Hip
Hop & Rap from noon
to 1 p.m. on Microsoft
Teams. The event will
explore the history of
hip hop and rap culture
as well as the difference
between appropriation
and appreciation.
THURSDAY
The USF Contemporary
Museum along with The
Tampa-Hillsborough

County Public Library are
hosting An Evening with
Dorothy M. Davis; The
Photography And Life
Of Griffith J. Davis from
6:30 to 8 p.m., accessible
via hcplc.org/events.
The event will focus on
the legacy of Griffith
J. Davis, a pioneering
black photojournalist,
filmmaker and U.S.
Senior Foreign Service
Officer. Visit cam.usf.edu
for details.
FRIDAY
The Office of
Multicultural Affairs is
hosting Love Across
Identities from 5 to
7 p.m. on Microsoft
Teams. The event

will explore cultural
sensitivity, healthy and
unhealthy friendships and
relationships, emotional
intelligence and more.
SATURDAY
Celebrate Mardi
Gras at Busch Gardens
in Tampa at 10165
McKinley Drive. The
celebration will include
open-air festivities,
French Quarter flair,
Mardi Gras-style live
music and New Orleansinspired entertainment.
Enjoy delicious,
classic Cajun cuisine
like a shrimp po’ boy,
jambalaya and gumbo.
Reservations are required
and can be made

through buschgardens.
com/tampa/tickets/
reservations. Tickets
start at $89.99.
SUNDAY
Take a stroll through
the Central Arts District
in downtown St.
Petersburg and join the
St. Pete Walking Mural
Tour at 501 Central
Ave. There is a firm
limit of 10 attendees
and booking online by
4 p.m. the day before is
required. Call 727-8217391 or email Gallery@
FloridaCraftsmen.net to
book a tour.
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Student Spotlight:
Who needs love when you
have puppy love?
By Edyn Gottlieb
edyn@usf.edu

W

hile some people
were baking
banana bread and
watching Tiger King, LeilaAolani DeClouet-Grant spent
the last 12 months raising a
service dog in her dorm room.
DeClouet-Grant is a
junior biology major with a
concentration in biomedical
sciences.
She fell in love with the
St. Petersburg campus in high
school when she accompanied
her sister on a college tour.
“It seemed really happy
and brightly spirited,”
DeClouet-Grant said. “The
small class sizes were also a
bonus; it was the first college
I applied to.”
DeClouet-Grant is in the
honors program and is an
aspiring pediatric orthopedic
surgeon.
“I don’t care if there aren’t
a lot of females in the field,

I want to be one of them,”
DeClouet-Grant said.
Since arriving at USF,
DeClouet-Grant has found
her place, not only in the
biology department, but in her
extracurriculars as well.
DeClouet-Grant joined
the Puppy Raisers Club at
orientation and currently
serves as the club’s vice
president.
“The club focuses on
(service dog) awareness in the
community,” DeClouet-Grant
said. “After being in the club I
have a greater appreciation for
service dogs, the people who
raise them, and the people
who need them.”
DeClouet-Grant’s
enthusiasm for service
animal education persisted,
and in an effort to become
more involved in the process
she joined the Puppy Love
Residential Community
Program.
Puppy Love is a volunteer

program that partners
students with puppies to train
to become future service
dogs. The program is run in
partnership with Southeastern
Guide Dogs who provide the
dogs to students for training.
Dogs in the program stay
with the student for a year
and during that time they
learn basic obedience, house
manners and socialization.
After one year, the
dogs are brought back to
Southeastern Guide Dogs to
enter a six-month intensive
training program and become
a certified service dog before
being matched with an owner.
DeClouet-Grant joined
the program and was soon
matched with a 6-week old
golden retriever lab-mix
named Azul.
Over the past year,
DeClouet-Grant has taught
Azul basic commands and
he has accompanied her to
classes. Azul will soon return

THE C ROW ’S NE ST

COURTESY OF LEILA-AOLANI DECLOUET-GRANT

Service dog in training, Azul, will soon return to
Southeastern Guide Dogs for evaluation.
to Southeastern Guide Dogs
for evaluation and further
training.
“I do plan to raise
(a service dog) again,”

DeClouet-Grant said. “We
need a lot of puppy raisers.
There is a shortage of puppy
raisers and an abundance of
dogs.”

A fetching good time
By Annalise Anderson
akanderson1@usf.edu

D

ressed in a blue
turtleneck, ears
glued back,
Koda the Italian greyhound
zooms across the dog park,
unaware he is the catalyst for
unifying members of the St.
Petersburg community.
Shortly after welcoming
Koda into his life, owner
Aron Bryce began two
community groups with
his furry friend: The Italian
Greyhound Community of St.
Petersburg and the Small Dog
Community of St. Petersburg.
Bryce founded the groups
during the pandemic in
an effort to not only help
socialize Koda, but to also
provide respite for other
local pet owners during an
uncertain time.

“In my mind outdoor dog
meetups have been one of the
few opportunities to socialize
safely and responsibly
throughout the pandemic,”
Bryce said in an email to The
Crow’s Nest.
“I think these meetups
have not only created a
community but brought
people together in a special
way. Friendships have
been formed, connections
established and in the process
our dogs get the socialization
and playtime they deserve.”
Bryce said he started the
two groups “as organically
as you can imagine: at the
dog park.” Initial turnout was
low, but participation grew
quickly after Bryce began
spreading the word.
“When at the dog park,
I would ask people there if
they would be interested in

COURTESY OF ARON BRYCE

The dynamic duo of Aron Bryce and his Italian
Greyhound Koda started the two groups to help
bring the St. Petersburg dog community together.

joining a Facebook group
dedicated to small dog
meetups. It continues to
grow – while adhering to safe
practices such as distancing
and/or masks – and I am
excited to see where it goes
from here.”
Now, the Italian
Greyhound Community
Facebook group has 49
members and the Small
Dog Community has 134
members.
Bryce jokes that his
favorite part about hosting
the monthly meetups is the
dogs. But in all seriousness,
he adds that nothing beats
getting fresh air, meeting new
people and letting their furry
friends run free.
“(Both groups) have
become many people’s most
looked forward to events
of the month,” Bryce said.
“That’s been my greatest
take-away; that I have been
able to play a small role in
bringing people together or
making their day a little bit
better.”
USF St. Petersburg
alumnus, Jerick Johnston,
learned about the groups
via Facebook and joined the
Small Dog Community as
one of its earliest members
with his long-haired
chihuahua, Newton.
Johnston agrees the
group has been a positive
experience for local pet
owners.
“Living in such a divided
time, this group gives people
a way to come together
and connect based on their

COURTESY OF JERICK JOHNSTON

Jerick Johnston and his long-haired chihuahua
Newton were among the Small Dog Community’s
first members.
commonalities and to build
bridges to allow people to
understand and appreciate
their differences,” Johnston
said in an email to The
Crow’s Nest. “You’re not
going to find something
that’ll bring people together
more than dogs.”
Now a senior public
policy and administration
major at St. Petersburg
College, Bryce said that the
two groups have made a
significant impact on both he
and Koda.
“It has changed my life,
and my dog Koda’s life, for
the better. I have developed
friendships with some
incredible people, and so has
Koda,” Bryce said. “I hope
(both groups) continue to
offer people an hour or two
out of their day where they
have no worries or stresses.
Where the only things on
their mind are outside, dogs
and friends.”
The Italian Greyhound

Community meets at
Northshore Dog Park in
downtown St. Petersburg
as well as Chase Park
in Gulfport. The Small
Dog Community meets
exclusively at Northshore
Dog Park. Each group
regularly meets at least once
a month on Sundays at 1 p.m.
Bryce asks that members
be local to the Tampa Bay
area and that their pets are a
small dog breed. According
to Bryce, dog parks often
define “small” as 25 pounds
or less.
He invites pet owners
interested in joining
the Italian Greyhound
Community or the Small
Dog Community to request
membership through their
respective Facebook groups
and to visit a meeting. He
reminds prospective group
members that the park sizes
allow for adequate social
distance and that anyone is
welcome.

